
FIND - Find, Visualize, Discover

DO - Do, Use, Automate, Manage

KNOW - Know, Gain Insights, Understand

FIND - Quickly find files by leveraging tags generated by AI
Instead of looking through folders and places, Yadle lets you
quickly find files using tags generated using AI.

DISCOVER - View search results as thumbnails, scrubable video, 
rendered 3D objects, and scrubable sequences
From search results, Yadle allows you to preview files as 
thumbnails, scrubable videos, rendered 3D objects, and 
scrubable sequences.

INTEGRATED SEARCH -  Search and open files directly within 
supported applications
Yadle is integrated as a plugin into various applications. You 
can use the Yadle search to find files and open them directly 
within the application you’re using.

SEARCH OFFLINE FILES - Search results, including
thumbnails, for deleted and offline files
For files that have been indexed, Yadle allows you to 
search and preview files even for files that have been 
moved offline or deleted. It can also tell you where it is 
archived or where a copy of a deleted file exists.

ASSETS GATHERING - Quickly search and copy files to 
new folders
Yadle allows you to search for files, select some files 
independent of where they are stored, and add a copy to 
your File Bucket on a folder on your Desktop.

FILE INFO -  Know information about your files 
Instead of guessing if you are using the very latest copy
of a file, use Yadle to search and look up the file
information to know if you’re using the very latest.

FILE CHANNELS - File Channels simplify user access 
management
With Yadle, you can create a File Channel (can be 
private, for a Group, or for all users) and invite people to 
follow it to search and access those files.

AUTO-TAG & CLASSIFY - Auto-tag your files with 
AI-generated tags 
Yadle collects and analyzes your files to automatically identify
the content of your files and tag them (virtually).

TAG OFFLINE FILES - Tag files going offline to easily 
find and retrieve them 
Use Yadle to index and tag files in a folder tree prior to
storing them offline. It will allow users to search for files
stored offline, preview them, and identify where they are
stored offline (tagged with the name of the archive).

OPTIMIZE STORAGE -  Identify old files to be removed 
and/or store less important files offline
From time to time, identify older files or files that are 
less valuable today. You can either delete them or store 
them offline to save money.

UNIQUE FILES AT RISK -  Make sure you have 2 
copies of all files
This insight finds files that are unique, i.e. there is only one 
copy in your organization. Unique files represent a data 
loss risk to your organization. This insight will report all 
unique files in your organization, allowing you to take 
action to mitigate potential data loss by duplicating or 
backing up these files.

FILE DE-DUPLICATION - Get a list of duplicate files to 
save on storage
Duplicate files eat up storage space and contribute to 
user confusion. Use Yadle to identify duplicate files and 
clean them up.

FILE MIGRATION - Use Yadle to validate files have been 
successfully migrated
Use Yadle when you want to migrate files from one place 
to another. It will help you determine when the migra-
tion has been successfully completed by searching for 
unique files on both systems.

FILE AUTOMATION -  Automate file actions based on
rules with Plugins

 
Yadle can help you save time by automating certain
file actions based on rules using Plugins.

INSIGHTS - Gain insights about files and systems
Yadle provides you with insights about your files, file
activities, and systems. It helps you make
better decisions, eliminate inefficiencies, and better 
understand productivity patterns to improve workflows.

REMOTE ACCESS - Search & access files on remote 
systems
With an agent installed locally, you can search and 
access remote files and get a copy wherever you are.

ALWAYS FIND -  Always find files by searching using 
file tags, file metadata, and file parameters
Yadle allows you to do sophisticated searches using file 
metadata and file parameters such as searching by file 
size, file age, by the creator of a file, by audio duration, 
and by anything you know or remember about a file.

SEARCH EVERYWHERE - Search across all storage in 
all geolocations with a single search
Yadle looks across all places where your files are stored.

FILE ACTIONS - Do things (open, get, send, tag, add 
comments) with files stored anywhere
Within Yadle, you can open, get, send, tag, add File 
Comments for files stored anywhere.

Find What You’re Look For. Fast.
Ways Yadle Helps 


